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Abstract—To overcome the memory capacity wall of large-
scale AI and big data applications, Compute Express Link (CXL)
enables cost-efficient memory expansion beyond the local DRAM
of processors. While its CXL.mem protocol provides minimal
latency overhead through an optimized protocol stack, frequent
CXL memory accesses can result in significant slowdowns for
memory-bound applications whether they are latency-sensitive or
bandwidth-intensive. The near-data processing (NDP) in the CXL
controller promises to overcome such limitations of passive CXL
memory. However, prior work on NDP in CXL memory proposes
application-specific units that are not suitable for practical CXL
memory-based systems that should support various applications.
On the other hand, existing CPU or GPU cores are not cost-
effective for NDP because they are not optimized for memory-
bound applications. In addition, the communication between the
host processor and CXL controller for NDP offloading should
achieve low latency, but the CXL.io (or PCIe) protocol incurs
µs-scale latency and is not suitable for fine-grained NDP.

To achieve high-performance NDP end-to-end, we propose a
low-overhead general-purpose NDP architecture for CXL mem-
ory referred to as Memory-Mapped NDP (M2NDP), which com-
prises memory-mapped functions (M2func) and memory-mapped
µthreading (M2µthr). The M2func is a CXL.mem-compatible
low-overhead communication mechanism between the host pro-
cessor and NDP controller in the CXL memory. The M2µthr
enables low-cost, general-purpose NDP unit design by introducing
lightweight µthreads that support highly concurrent execution
of NDP kernels with minimal resource wastage. By combining
them, our M2NDP achieves significant speedups for various
applications, including in-memory OLAP, key-value store, large
language model, recommendation model, and graph analytics by
up to 128× (11.5× overall) and reduces energy by up to 87.9%
(80.1% overall) compared to a baseline CPU or GPU host with
passive CXL memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Compute Express Link (CXL) [15] is emerging as a widely-
adopted interconnect standard for communication between
processors, accelerators, and memory expanders in a sys-
tem. An important use case of CXL is memory expansion
through the memory-semantic CXL.mem protocol that enables
low-latency remote memory access with load/store instruc-
tions. The latency of CXL.mem is known to be significantly
lower than that of PCIe and comparable to cross-socket
NUMA latency, providing 150-175 ns load-to-use latency [89],
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[114], [125]. Thus, the host’s memory capacity can be cost-
effectively increased beyond the limited local DRAM. Such
capability can be especially beneficial for workloads with
huge memory footprints, including in-memory online analytic
processing (OLAP), key-value store (KVStore), large language
model (LLM) [32], deep learning recommendation models
(e.g., DLRM [101]), and graph analytics [4]. The CXL mem-
ory is already supported by commercial CPUs [3], [30] and
several prototypes with up to 512 GB capacity [73], [106] have
been announced.

However, the CXL interconnect latency can still be signif-
icant for latency-sensitive applications that frequently access
data in CXL memory [89], [97], [125]. In addition, the link
bandwidth (BW) can become a bottleneck for BW-intensive
applications because it is substantially lower than the internal
memory BW within the CXL memory [57], [118]. Thus,
compared to directly accessing CXL memory data for host-
side computation, using near-data processing (NDP) in CXL
memory can provide significant speedups for memory-bound
workloads with low arithmetic intensity [57], [66], [70].

Unfortunately, these prior approaches implement
application-specific NDP HW logic in CXL memory,
limiting their target workloads. Moreover, introducing a wide
variety of special-purpose HW units for different NDP targets
in each CXL memory may not be a practical approach due
to the high total area and NRE cost [96]. While FPGAs can
be adapted to target workloads [18], they have considerable
programmability challenges [29]. Existing CPU or GPU
cores, when used as NDP units [31], [41], [46], [78], [107],
[128], [138], do not provide sufficient performance per cost
based on our evaluation, because they are not optimized for
memory-bound workloads.

Furthermore, conventional MMIO-based NDP offloading
using CXL.io (functionally equivalent to PCIe) in prior
works [57], [66], [70], [118] can incur high latency overhead
from CXL.io protocol stack as well as costly user/kernel mode
switching on the host, wasting CPU cycles. While CXL.mem
has low latency and can be used within user space, it supports
only basic memory reads/writes. Therefore, to achieve high
performance for fine-grained NDP (e.g., key-value stores), an
alternative low-overhead offloading mechanism is necessary.

Thus, to realize low-overhead, general-purpose NDP in
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CXL memory, we propose a novel Memory-Mapped NDP
(M2NDP) architecture. M2NDP is based on two key compo-
nents we propose: Memory-Mapped function (M2func) for low-
overhead communication between the host and NDP-enabled
CXL memory, and Memory-Mapped µthreading (M2µthr) for
efficient NDP kernel execution.

The M2func selectively repurposes read and write packets
defined in CXL.mem for efficient host-device communication
beyond memory transactions. By encapsulating NDP manage-
ment commands (i.e., function calls) in CXL.mem requests
to pre-determined addresses, we can avoid the high latency
overhead of conventional offloading using CXL.io/PCIe. A
key enabler for the M2func is a packet filter placed at the
input port of the CXL memory. It checks if an incoming
request’s memory address matches the pre-allocated memory
range dedicated for each host process. Then, for matching
requests, different NDP management functions are triggered
depending on the address. Thus, NDP management function
calls (e.g., kernel registration, launch, and status poll) can be
done simply by issuing memory accesses from the host. As
a result, M2func minimizes the latency of NDP offloading,
especially benefiting fine-grained NDP. Additionally, we do
not require any modification to the CXL.mem standard for best
compatibility with host CPUs. Consequently, M2func avoids
the complexity of managing a ring buffer-based shared task
queue between the host and CXL/PCIe-attached devices by
providing a clean function call abstraction.

Furthermore, we propose M2µthr for the intuitive abstrac-
tion of NDP and cost-effective kernel execution. Memory-
bound workloads tend to use fewer registers than compute-
bound workloads. Thus, we propose a µthread, which is a
lightweight thread with a subset of the architectural registers,
as a unit of execution. By reducing register usage, the NDP
unit can concurrently execute many µthreads to hide DRAM
access latency without excessive physical register file cost.
In addition, memory-bound data-parallel workloads are typ-
ically implemented such that each thread is associated with
specific data to be processed. In conventional programming
environments such as CUDA, the association between a thread
and memory location is expressed indirectly via code (e.g.,
calculating the index of the array element for a thread using
threadblock ID, block dimension, and thread ID in CUDA).
In contrast, with our M2µthr, we create each µthread in
direct association with a particular memory location – i.e., the
µthreads are memory-mapped. As a result, the initial address
calculation code can be avoided.

Our NDP unit’s architecture is based on the RISC-V ISA
with vector extension [6] to leverage SIMD units and fully
utilize the DRAM BW within a CXL memory cost-effectively
while supporting scalar operations to avoid redundant ad-
dress calculations in SIMT-only GPUs [56]. Many memory-
mapped µthreads are executed with fine-grained multithread-
ing (FGMT) to hide memory access latency. The µthreads
are also spawned individually, in contrast to threadblock
spawning in GPUs, which can waste resources due to inter-
warp divergence. Our NDP unit’s ISA is also independent of

the host ISA.
By combining M2func and M2µthr, our proposed M2NDP

architecture enables low-overhead, general-purpose NDP in
CXL memory. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our design
for various workloads, including in-memory OLAP, KVStore,
LLM, DLRM, and graph analytics.

To summarize, our contributions include the following:
• We propose M2NDP (memory-mapped NDP) to enable

general-purpose NDP in CXL memory. Our architecture
is based on the unmodified CXL.mem protocol and, thus,
does not require any host processor hardware modifi-
cations. M2NDP consists of M2func (memory-mapped
function) and M2µthr (memory-mapped µthreading).

• The M2func supports low-overhead NDP offloading and
management from the host processor through CXL.mem,
overcoming the high overhead of CXL.io for fine-grained
NDP offloading while retaining standard-compatibility.
As a result, it achieves speedups of up to 3.89× (34.1%
overall) compared to NDP offloading with CXL.io.

• The M2µthr enables efficient NDP kernel execution
by lightweight FGMT using RISC-V with vector ex-
tension while reducing redundant address calculation
overhead compared to SIMT-only GPUs. Its fine-grained
µthread creation also avoids the waste of resources from
threadblock-granularity resource allocation.

• Our evaluation results show that M2NDP can achieve
high speedups of up to 128× (11.5× overall) for various
workloads, compared to the baseline system with passive
CXL memory, while reducing energy consumption by up
to 87.9% (80.1% overall).

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Considerations in Architecting NDP in CXL Memory

The CXL memory can cost-efficiently expand the system
memory for workloads with large memory footprints [21],
[42], [53], [108], [117]. Although passive CXL memory can
degrade the performance of latency-sensitive [125] and BW-
intensive [140] workloads, NDP in CXL memory poses a
substantial opportunity to effectively address this challenge.
While CXL memory with NDP capability is somewhat similar
to GPU in that the host can offload computation to these
devices, they are introduced with very different primary objec-
tives (i.e., memory expansion vs. compute acceleration), and
thus, have fundamentally different requirements in terms of
memory capacity, cost, and compute throughput (Table I). In
particular, the CXL memory cannot employ 100s of SMs for
NDP as in high-cost GPUs [36]. In contrast to GPUs, the
NDP architecture specifically targets memory-bound (either
BW-bound [140] or latency-bound [125]) workloads with large

TABLE I
HIGH-LEVEL COMPARISON OF GPU AND CXL MEMORY WITH NDP.

GPU CXL memory with NDP
Memory capacity Low High
Cost (area and power) High Low
FLOPS per memory BW High Low
Key target workloads Compute-bound Memory-bound
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memory footprints which do not fit in typical on-chip caches
and have low arithmetic intensity. Compute-bound workloads
or those with small working sets that fit in on-chip caches
can be executed more efficiently on the host or GPUs. Conse-
quently, these devices, with their distinctive characteristics, can
complement each other in a system for different workloads.

B. Compute Express Link Interconnect

The CXL [15] uses the PHY layer of PCIe and defines
three protocols: CXL.io, functionally equivalent to PCIe, is
used for device management; CXL.cache allows a CXL device
to access host memory using a cache coherence protocol;
CXL.mem enables memory expansion through CXL. In par-
ticular, CXL.mem enables processors to access CXL memory
data by simply issuing load/store instructions while providing
lower latency compared to CXL.io [97], [125]. The load-to-
use latency for CXL memory can be as low as ∼150 ns,
which includes round-trip latencies through the host cache,
CXL protocol stack, physical off-chip wires, and DRAM [89],
[114], [115]. The round-trip latency through the CXL protocol
stack and physical wires alone is ∼70 ns, as shown in Fig. 1.
The CXL memory access latency through a CXL switch can
approach 300 ns [89].

The CXL specification also defines three device types based
on the protocols supported. In all types, CXL.io should be sup-
ported for device management. Type 1 devices are accelerators
without memory (e.g., smart NIC) that use CXL.cache. Type
2 devices are cache-coherent accelerators with memory (e.g.,
GPU and FPGA) that use CXL.cache and CXL.mem. Type 3
devices are memory expanders that support CXL.mem.

With CXL.mem, the CXL memory is managed by the
host processor, referred to as Host-managed Device Memory
(HDM), and can be accessed by the host using a Host Physical
Address (HPA). A type-3 CXL memory expander can use
either HDM-H (host-only coherent) or HDM-DB (device co-
herent using back-invalidation) coherence model. The HDM-H
is for passive memory expanders, which are not supposed to
manipulate the memory exposed to the host [15]. In contrast,
HDM-DB supports a device coherence agent (DCOH) and a
snoop filter in the CXL memory to track the host’s caching of
HDM using a metadata field of requests. Thus, it can perform
back-invalidation (BI) to host cache when needed using BI
channels of CXL.mem [15]. Thus, HDM-DB is suitable for
CXL memory with NDP capability and we assume this model
in this work. The host can also flush HDM data from its cache
using HW support in the CPUs and bound the flush time with
the cache size [13], [82] or (NDP) data size [68].

The CXL 3.0 also supports direct peer-to-peer (P2P) access,
allowing a CXL device to directly access the HDM of another
CXL device through a CXL switch [16]. This feature can be
useful for scalable NDP across multiple CXL memories.

For address translation, a CXL device can use the ATS [9]
defined in PCIe to request translation from the host. However,
it can incur several µs of latency due to the protocol overhead
and page table walks on the host [126]. To reduce the
overhead, the device can have an Address Translation Cache
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Fig. 1. CXL implementation and measured round-trip latencies (figure and
latency numbers adapted from D. D. Sharma [114]). CXL.$Mem refers to
both CXL.cache and CXL.mem.

(ATC) to keep recently used translation information. When the
page table is updated, the host can invalidate the ATC on the
device to prevent incorrect translations.

C. Communication Overhead with CXL.io/PCIe

Computation offloading through CXL.io/PCIe (hereafter,
CXL.io) involves several SW and HW steps that can result
in significant overhead in terms of latency and host proces-
sor usage, especially for fine-grained offloading. A common
method used for various devices (e.g., GPU, SSD, and NIC) is
based on a ring buffer shared and manipulated by both the host
driver and a CXL.io device [45]. For a GPU kernel launch,
the host runtime first writes the kernel launch command in the
user buffer and the driver pushes a packet that points to the
GPU command into the ring buffer in the kernel space. The
host then updates the write (or tail) pointer for the ring buffer
to notify the GPU of the new command [92], [129], which
incurs additional latency through the PCIe and triggers two
DMA operations from the GPU to fetch the GPU command.
Overall, the complex manipulation of the ring buffer shared
between the host and GPU can incur two and a half CXL.io
round-trips for a kernel launch [45], resulting in high latency of
∼4.5µs [94]. To check kernel completion, polling or interrupt
can be used and they consume additional host processor cycles.
Polling over PCIe can incur 2-3µs [67] overhead and interrupt
has similar or higher overhead [58], [60], [136]. Thus, the
total latency of a kernel launch and completion check can take
significantly longer than 5µs or 10,000 cycles at 2 GHz. Such
latency may be acceptable for coarse-grained NDP but can be
too high for latency-sensitive, fine-grained NDP kernels.

Alternatively, to avoid such overhead, a pair of device-
side registers can be directly accessed through MMIO over
CXL.io to send a request and check the result [43], [57],
[118]. However, this approach is limited to supporting a single
request at a time and cannot support multiple concurrent
requests, resulting in limited performance. Thus, to enable
concurrent NDP kernels, generalization of such scheme using
many different addresses is required. In addition, since the
memory-mapped registers are physical resources, it cannot
be shared among multiple user processes safely and requires
context switch to kernel space for every access. This challenge
motivates us to design a low-overhead offloading mechanism
based on CXL.mem that can be effective for both fine- and
coarse-grained offloading while supporting high concurrency.
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D. NDP Support with Unmodified CXL.mem

Whereas CXL.io can have high overhead for frequent and
fine-grained communication, CXL.mem messages can be sent
with lower latency [51], [97], [125] and CPU usage. The
current CXL.mem protocol defines several unused bits in the
packet format. Thus, one might consider using the bits to en-
code information required to implement special functionalities
(e.g., NDP management) that are not defined in the standard.

However, to enable such customized communication, the
host processor HW should be modified to support the special
usage of the reserved bits. Thus, commodity processors that
only support the standard protocol cannot utilize it. Further-
more, to send special packets, special instructions would need
to be introduced in the host’s ISA as in prior works [64],
[78], [105]. Such propriety extension of the standard protocol
or host’s ISA would hinder widespread adoption.

III. MEMORY-MAPPED NEAR-DATA PROCESSING

A. Overview

To overcome the limited flexibility and cost-efficiency of
prior NDP approaches while avoiding the high latency over-
head in the offloading procedure (§II-C) for NDP in CXL
memory, we propose Memory-Mapped Near-Data Processing
(M2NDP) in CXL memory, called CXL-M2NDP (Fig. 2). The
M2NDP comprises two mechanisms – 1) Memory-Mapped
functions (M2func) for low-overhead NDP management and
offloading based on unmodified standard CXL.mem and
2) Memory-Mapped µthreading (M2µthr) for cost-effective
general-purpose NDP microarchitecture. They are combined
to holistically improve end-to-end NDP performance including
both offloading procedure and kernel execution. They are
implemented in the CXL controller chip which also supports
the basic read/write CXL.mem transactions.

B. Memory-mapped NDP Management Function (M2func)

To exploit NDP for fine-grained computation offloading as
well as coarse-grained offloading, the communication latency
between the host and CXL-M2NDP needs to be minimized.
While the CXL.mem protocol provides low latency, the stan-
dard only defines packet types for normal CXL memory
accesses and cannot be directly used for other communication.
Extending CXL.mem to support custom packet types breaks
its compatibility across different host processors and prevents
widespread adoption of the NDP architecture. In contrast,
CXL.io can be used for arbitrary communication, but incurs
higher latency in the protocol stack and requires a context
switch to the OS for privileged IO device communication,
which further increases latency (§II-C).

Thus, to enable low-overhead and flexible communication
with CXL-M2NDP from the host using unmodified CXL.mem,
we propose M2func. Its basic idea is to reserve some physical
memory space of the CXL memory for host communication
referred to as the M2func region. To distinguish between the
two different usages of CXL.mem, we introduce a packet filter
placed at CXL memory’s input port to examine all packets
and determine if the packet should be interpreted as normal
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CXL Controller

CXL Memory Expander with M2NDP
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… …
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…

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed system with M2NDP-enabled CXL memory.
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Fig. 3. Example NDP kernel launch using M2func with VectorAdd NDP
kernel that computes C=A+B. Vectors A, B, and C are placed at 0xA000,
0xB000, and 0xC000, respectively. Each µthread computes a 32B (8x4B)
partial vector output. Other datapath components are not shown for brevity.

reads/writes or M2func call based on the packet’s address.
M2func calls are handled by the NDP controller (Fig. 2) im-
plemented similarly to microcontrollers in GPUs [11]. M2func
can provide different functionalities, including NDP kernel
registration, unregistration, and launch. Different functions can
be called by using addresses with different offsets from the
base of the M2func region for the CXL.mem packet (Table II).

For the initialization of M2func, each user process on
the host allocates an uncacheable M2func region in CXL
memory. Through a CXL memory driver, the region’s address
range can be inserted into the packet filter using CXL.io.
Once initialized, CXL.io is not needed anymore for NDP
and CXL.mem can be used for both normal reads/writes and
M2func.

The packet filter entry requires little storage of only 18 B per
host process (64-bit base, 64-bit bound, and 16-bit ASID), so
a small packet filter can support many processes (e.g., 18 KB
for 1024 processes). Given the small size, it can provide high
throughput and be easily replicated in multi-ported (or multi-
headed) CXL memory [15].

For an M2func call, we use a write request format to include
arguments in the write data portion of the request. To send it,
the host executes a store instruction with a register that holds
the arguments (Fig. 3). Vector registers [6], [17], [120] can
be used to send multiple arguments up to the vector register’s
size. Because the M2func region is uncacheable, the writes
will bypass the host cache. However, the response to the write
request cannot include any return value data from the NDP
controller using the CXL.mem. Thus, we use a subsequent
read request to the same address to access the return value of
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TABLE II
PRE-DEFINED NDP MANAGEMENT FUNCTION DESCRIPTION.

Offset Description Privi- M2func Arguments Return Value
(stride=25) leged

NDP kernel CodeLoc, ScratchpadMemSize, New
0 ≪ 5 registration No NumIntRegs, NumFloatRegs, kernel ID

NumVectorRegs or -1 (error)

1 ≪ 5 NDP kernel No NDPKernelID 0 (success)
unregistration or -1 (error)

NDP kernel Synchronicity, NDPKernelID Kernel
2 ≪ 5 launch No µthreadPoolRegion (base, bound), instance ID

KernelArgSize, KernelArguments or -1 (error)

3 ≪ 5 NDP kernel No NDPKernelInstanceID 0 (finished)
status poll or 1 (running)

4 ≪ 5 TLB entry Yes ASID, VirtualPageNumber 0 (success)
shootdown or -1 (error)

the latest call of the function by the current process. Because
the return value will be accessed with normal memory access,
the NDP controller can simply store the function’s return
value at the corresponding memory address and serve the read
request as normal access. For proper ordering, the host process
code should have a fence instruction between the requests.

Table II lists the NDP management functions for different
address offsets from the base of the M2func region. To support
sufficient sizes for function arguments and return values, the
offsets can be strided (by 32 B in this example). Thus,
multiple arguments and return values can be communicated.
For example, to register (unregister) an NDP kernel, assuming
the base address is 0x00FF0000, a write request to 0x00FF0000
(0x00FF0020 or 0x00FF0000+(1≪5)) can be used. Since dif-
ferent kernels can require varying amounts of register and
scratchpad memory (§III-G), they are given as arguments for
registration. In addition, the kernel argument size should be
specified such that the arguments can be properly extracted
from a kernel launch packet. The metadata of registered
kernels are stored in the M2func region for the current host
process, beginning at a pre-determined location beyond the
offsets used in Table II for ease of accesses by the host. As
the M2func region is allocated by each process, it is protected
from other processes by the host.

C. NDP Kernel Launch

The M2func enables NDP kernel launch with minimal
overhead (Fig. 4a). NDP kernel launch can be done by calling
the M2func at offset 2≪5 (Table II) by sending a write request
with kernel launch arguments. Note the difference between
M2func arguments for kernel launch function (which deter-
mines how a kernel is launched) and NDP kernel arguments
(which will be directly used in the NDP kernel code). Large
kernel inputs (e.g., arrays) can be stored in a separate memory
location in CXL memory and its pointer can be passed as an
argument. Each kernel instance is associated with a virtual
memory region for an input or output data array called µthread
pool region provided in a kernel launch call for our M2µthr
mechanism (§III-D). After a kernel launch, the NDP controller
sends back an acknowledgment packet immediately.

Afterward, the host can have a memory fence and a load
instruction to fetch the return value for the kernel launch
function at the same M2func offset 2≪5. The difference is
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Fig. 4. Example timelines with different NDP offloading schemes, assuming
a synchronous launch and 6.4 µs NDP kernel runtime from DLRM(SLS)-B32
(§IV-C). We assume ∼4.5 µs for ring buffer latency [94], 2 µs latency
for round-trip CXL.io/PCIe and kernel overhead [67], and 70 ns round-
trip CXL.mem protocol latency (from 150 ns load-to-use latency for CXL
memory [89], [114]). For the ring buffer, CMD and CMP refers to command
and completion messages enqueued into the ring buffers, respectively. Two
pairs of CMD and CMP are needed for kernel launch and error checks [20].

that this time, a read request will be sent. Its response with
the return value can be sent back differently based on the
Synchronicity argument given for kernel launch: it will be
returned immediately for an asynchronous launch, whereas it
will be returned after kernel termination for a synchronous
launch. The asynchronous launch enables overlapping host-
side computation with an NDP kernel. The host can then later
use the kernel status poll function to check its completion.

When the NDP unit’s available resource is insufficient for
a kernel launch due to other kernels currently running, the
kernel launch request will be buffered and served after prior
kernels are completed. If the buffer is full, the kernel launch
will return -1 to signify an error.
Comparison with traditional approaches. With the tra-
ditional ring buffer scheme used by various PCIe/CXL.io
devices, an NDP kernel launch can require multiple link round-
trips to update the write pointer, and transfer the pointer to
the command from the ring buffer and then the command
itself to the device similar to GPU kernel launches [92], [129]
(Fig. 4b). Subsequently, to check if the launch is done without
an error, the procedure should be repeated [20]. This approach
incurs high latency but allows concurrent execution of multiple
NDP kernels. On the other hand, a simpler approach of directly
manipulating dedicated device registers through MMIO [43]
takes a shorter latency (Fig. 4c) but can execute only one
kernel at a time as the registers should not be overwritten.

In contrast to these approaches, M2func reduces the kernel
launch latency by requiring fewer round-trips compared to the
ring buffer scheme while exploiting CXL.mem and avoiding
kernel mode transition to further reduce latency. In addition,
M2func also supports concurrent execution of multiple kernels.
As a result, we reduce the end-to-end latency of NDP by 31.2-
53.5% compared to the traditional schemes for a fine-grained
example NDP kernel from DLRM as shown in Fig. 4.

Note that while we focus on supporting NDP offloading
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with CXL.mem to minimize overhead, we do not preclude
the use of CXL.io for NDP management. For long kernels,
CXL.io overhead can be well-amortized over the runtime.

D. Memory-mapped µthreading (M2µthr)

To maximize the NDP kernel’s memory bandwidth utiliza-
tion, a large number of memory accesses need to be done
concurrently to hide memory latency. While out-of-order cores
can perform multiple memory accesses simultaneously, it is
not suitable for cost-efficient NDP due to high control logic
overhead. Fine-grained multithreading (FGMT), especially
with a large number of threads as in GPUs, can efficiently
provide high concurrency. However, GPU SM’s SIMT-only ex-
ecution can be inefficient when its threads perform redundant
computation within a warp due to a lack of scalar operations
(e.g., loop variable management, and address calculation) [56].

Thus, to efficiently support both scalar and SIMD op-
erations, we adopt RISC-V ISA with vector extension and
modify it to support highly concurrent FGMT-based M2µthr
(Table III). Particularly, for CPUs, the OS creates and manages
threads, but the overhead can be tremendous for a large number
of threads, especially if they are short-lived [134], due to µs-
scale delay per thread [7], [88]. In addition, a CPU thread
requires the entire ISA-defined register set, so the register file
grows linearly with the HW thread count. However, memory-
bound workloads tend to use fewer registers than compute-
bound workloads due to lower arithmetic intensity. Thus, we
use GPU-style HW-managed threads without the conventional
OS for CPUs and provision the number of registers for
each thread as specified by SW (i.e., compiler) during kernel
registration (Table II) to reduce register file cost. For example,
if 5 integer and 3 vector registers are needed, only registers
x0-x4 and v0-v2 are used in the kernel. We refer to this type
of thread as µthread due to its low resource usage. Creating
a µthread can be done quickly as in GPUs. The µthreads can
also use on-chip scratchpad memory for communication.

Despite similarities, our µthreads differ from GPU threads
in several ways besides the difference in ISA (i.e., SIMT-only
GPU ISA vs. SISD+SIMD by RISC-V ISA with vector exten-
sion for µthreads). First, whereas a GPU thread is identified
by multidimensional threadblock and thread indices, µthreads
are identified by the address it is mapped to in a µthread pool
region. By using one of the input data arrays as a µthread
pool region (Fig. 3), the µthread can begin data access without
redundant address calculation done across threads in a GPU
warp, which can account for a substantial ∼30% of dynamic
instruction counts [56]. The mapped address is given as a
(base, offset) pair (§III-E), so the offset can also be used to
access other data with different bases.

Second, whereas GPU threads are created in a coarse
threadblock granularity, µthreads are created in fine, individual
thread granularity. The coarse-grained thread creation can
result in resource fragmentation and underutilization due to
inter-warp divergence – i.e., resource unused by finished warps
of a threadblock will remain unused until the entire thread-
block they belong to is finished and its resource is released

TABLE III
ARCHITECTURAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CPU, GPU, AND M2NDP.

CPU GPU M2NDP

Thread creation Each thread Threadblock Each µthread
granularity (fine-grained) (corase-grained) (fine-grained)
Flynn’s taxonomy SISD + SIMD SIMD (SIMT) only SISD + SIMD
Per-thread registers Fixed by ISA By usage By usage
Thread creation By OS By HW By HW

Thread scheduling ST/SMT/ FGMT FGMT
FGMT/CGMT

Out-of-order exec. Yes or No No No
Scratchpad N/A Threadblock All µthreads run
memory scope on an NDP unit
Thread Process ID (Threadblock ID, mapped µthread
Identification thread ID) pool address
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Fig. 5. Ratio of active contexts (i.e., warps for GPU SMs and µthreads for
M2µthr) executed on an SM or NDP unit over time for a main kernel of
PGRANK benchmark [34] with configuration in §IV-A. Maximum threadblock
count per SM limits the active warp ratio for the threadblock (TB) size of 32.

for the next threadblock [135]. For example, Fig. 5 shows that,
on a GPU SM used for NDP, the ratio of active warps varies
between 0.5 and 1.0 over time with different threadblock sizes.
In contrast, with M2µthr, resources for a finished µthread are
released immediately for the next µthread, improving resource
utilization and performance/cost. While reducing the GPU’s
threadblock size can improve resource utilization in some
cases, it can make it more difficult to effectively use the
CUDA shared memory because different threadblocks cannot
share data through shared memory. As a result, global memory
traffic can be increased. While NVIDIA’s Hopper GPU [19]
introduces distributed shared memory that allows different
threadblocks within a thread block cluster to share data in
the on-chip shared memory, it requires that the threadblock
be scheduled in the even coarser cluster granularity and can
aggravate the SM resource underutilization issue (Fig. 5). By
removing the threadblock hierarchy, M2µthr also eliminates
the need for optimizing the threadblock dimension, which can
significantly affect performance [98].

The size of the data associated with a µthread equals the
memory access granularity of the DRAM (e.g., 64 B for
DDR5 and 32 B for LPDDR5). In contrast, GPU tends to
process a larger amount of data in a warp (e.g., 128 B per
warp with 32 threads processing FP32 data). As a result,
for irregular workloads, there can be significant intra-warp
control and memory divergence, lowering compute resource
utilization. To load-balance NDP units, µthreads are mapped
to NDP units in an interleaved manner with the memory-access
granularity. The µthreads are concurrently executed in the bulk
synchronous parallel model without any ordering guarantee as
with CUDA threads in a GPU kernel. Thus, the NDP kernel
should be written accordingly.
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E. NDP Unit Microarchitecture

The NDP unit is designed at low cost while supporting
general-purpose computation (Fig. 6). When an NDP kernel is
launched, the NDP controller commands the µthread genera-
tor to spawn µthreads by allocating µthread slots and register
file resources across the sub-cores of the NDP unit. Having
multiple sub-cores instead of a monolithic core simplifies
the dispatch unit. A µthread slots consist of a PC (program
counter), CSR (configure and status register) of RISC-V,
opcode and register IDs of the current instruction decoded,
and base IDs for INT/FP/vector registers. The base register IDs
are determined when each µthread is created and allocated the
required registers for a kernel. Logical registers are renamed
to physical registers simply by adding a logical ID to the base
ID. In addition, the first two non-zero-valued scalar registers
(i.e., x1 and x2) are initialized with the address and offset
within the µthread pool associated with the µthread. After a
µthread is allocated a slot, its PC is initialized with the kernel
code location to begin execution.

An on-chip scratchpad memory is also available in each
NDP unit for data sharing among all µthreads executed on
the same NDP unit. The kernel arguments are also placed
in the scratchpad memory after the launch. The scratchpad
memory is mapped to the unused region in the virtual memory
layout [49] and can be accessed using normal loads/stores.

A load/store unit for the scratchpad memory with atomic
operations capability [8] is also provided to manipulate shared
data in an NDP unit (e.g., for reduction by multiple µthreads).
Global memory atomics are done at the memory-side L2 cache
to avoid coherence issues (§III-F). Address translation is done
using the on-chip TLBs, DRAM-TLB, and ATS (§III-H). The
NDP unit can access any memory location in CXL memories
in the system through on-chip and off-chip interconnects.

Instructions from a µthread are executed serially while dif-
ferent µthreads independently issue instructions with FGMT.
Thus, complex dependency checks between instructions or
data forwarding logic are not needed, minimizing control logic
overhead. With sufficient µthread slots (e.g., 64 per NDP unit),
the CXL memory bandwidth can be highly utilized. The width
of the vector functional units is also matched with the DRAM
access granularity (e.g., 32 B for LPDDR5) for high efficiency.
When a µthread is finished, another µthread in the µthread
pool is spawned in the idle slot.

F. Caches Hierarchy

To avoid the complexity of cache coherence, we adopt
the cache hierarchy of the GPU [127], using write-through
policy for L1 data cache of NDP units and placing the L2
cache in front of the memory controller (Fig. 2). L1 data
cache’s capacity is also configurable between normal L1 data
cache and scratchpad memory. The L2 cache supports global
memory atomic operations for data from DRAM. The NDP
unit employs a small instruction cache because data-parallel,
memory-bound workloads have relatively smaller instruction
footprint than compute-bound workloads. To prevent access
to stale code, the instruction caches are flushed when an NDP
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Fig. 6. Proposed NDP unit microarchitecture.

// init. local sum
LI       x3 0x1000…000
SD       x0 (x3)

// load local sum
LI       x3 0x1000…000
LD       x4 (x3)
// accumulate global sum
LD       x5 8(x3)
AMOADD.D x4 x4 (x5)

// load input data
VLE64.v    v2 (x1)
VMV.v.i v1 0
// reduce to scalar sum
VREDSUM.vs v3 v2 v1
// move to scalar register
VMV.x.s x4 v3
// local sum’s shmem addr
LI         x3 0x1000…000
// accumulate local sum
AMOADD.D   x4 x4 (x3)

(a) Initializer 

(c) Finalizer (b) Kernel body

Fig. 7. NDP kernel example for reduction of a large data. It is assumed that
the scratchpad memory is mapped to 0x10000000 and the final result will be
stored at the location given in scratchpad memory at 0x10000008. AMOADD
instruction performs atomic memory operation.

kernel is unregistered (§III-B). However, it would be done
infrequently and have negligible performance impact.

G. NDP Kernel Structure

To support various use cases, an NDP kernel consists of an
initializer, kernel body, and finalizer. The initializer (Fig. 7a)
is executed only once when an NDP kernel is launched
for initialization of scratchpad memory (if needed) and any
required pre-computation before the main computation. For the
initializer, one µthread is spawned in each µthread slot with a
unique ID in the x2 (or offset) register (§III-E). When they are
finished, the µthread generator starts spawning µthreads from
the µthread pool region to execute the kernel body (Fig. 7b).
There can be multiple kernel bodies such that when a kernel
body is finished for all µthreads, all µthreads are generated
again for the next kernel body. After all kernel bodies finish,
the finalizer (Fig. 7c) is executed, similar to the initializer, but
for post-processing and storing the result to DRAM if needed.

H. Virtual Memory Support

Our M2NDP can efficiently support virtual memory. Be-
cause the host uses host physical addresses for normal
CXL.mem requests, address translation is not needed for them.
However, the µthread pool region is given with virtual address
and NDP kernels also use virtual addresses for memory
accesses. Our NDP unit employs TLBs (Fig. 6), but on-chip
TLBs may not be sufficient for kernels that process large data
in CXL memory. Although ATS is supported by CXL, its
latency can be high (§II-B). Thus, we adopt DRAM-TLB [69],
[109] to cost-effectively improve the TLB reach of NDP units
and minimize the miss penalty of on-chip TLBs.

Each DRAM-TLB entry uses 16 bytes to store the ASID,
tag, physical page number, and other attributes (e.g., permis-
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sion bits). The location of a DRAM-TLB entry is computed
based on the hash of the virtual page number and ASID as
well as base address per CXL memory, ensuring that all NDP
units within the same CXL memory can share them.

The DRAM-TLB can be implemented with low overhead.
Even with the smallest 4 KB page size, the overhead of storing
a DRAM-TLB entry is only 16 B/4 KB=0.4%, and for 2 MB
pages, the overhead is negligible. If the DRAM-TLB region is
sized such that its TLB reach is similar to the memory capacity
of CXL memory, there will be few DRAM-TLB misses with
the hashed location calculation, after DRAM-TLB warms up.

The on-chip and DRAM TLBs of CXL-M2NDP can also
keep translations for addresses in other CXL memories if
they exist. A TLB shootdown needs to be done for all CXL-
M2NDPs if a page’s mapping changes, but it can rarely occur
for in-memory data we assume (i.e., no swapping to disks).

I. Scaling with Multiple Memory Expanders

Using direct P2P access between CXL devices through
a CXL switch (§II-B), NDP kernels can access data from
other CXL-M2NDPs to process huge data. However, the CXL
interface bandwidth can become a bottleneck for frequent P2P
accesses, so localizing data across multiple CXL memories
needs to be done carefully. Because different workloads exhibit
varying memory access patterns, data partitioning schemes
are typically specialized for target workloads [116]. For best
performance, current multi-GPU systems also require the user-
level SW to partition the data across GPUs and launch separate
kernels. Thus, we similarly assume that the data are placed by
SW across CXL memories and an NDP kernel is launched
in each CXL-M2NDP for multi-device scaling, and leave the
exploration of automatic scaling for future work. However, the
data localization does not have to be perfect since NDP units
can directly access other CXL memories for reads and atomic
operations similar to GPUs. We assume page-granularity data
placement across them by the user for localization opportunity.

J. Concurrent NDP Kernel Execution

With M2NDP, multiple NDP kernels from one or multiple
users can be concurrently executed on the same or different
NDP units, similar to the multi-process service (MPS) of
GPUs [102]. However, resource sharing in any system intro-
duces fundamental trade-offs between performance isolation,
security, and resource utilization. The sharing of resources
(e.g., DRAM) in the CXL memory can inevitably result
in performance interference and security concerns between
different NDP kernels and host processes that share them.
GPU’s MPS is also reported to have similar issues [27], [100].
Static partitioning of the resources, including the caches and
memory channels can provide performance isolation and better
security but may result in lower resource utilization, similar
to multi-instance GPU (MIG) [27]. We leave an in-depth
investigation of such trade-offs in NDP for future work, but as
in cloud services in general, the system can provide different
options to meet the requirements of different users [26].

IV. EVALUATION

A. Methodology

We faithfully modeled the functional and timing aspects of
CXL-M2NDP with an in-house cycle-level simulator based on
Ramulator [81]. Baseline CPU and GPU with passive CXL
memory are modeled using modified ZSim [111] and Accel-
Sim [77]; while CPUs are typically used as hosts, for data-
parallel GPU workloads, we assume GPU as the host processor
because GPUs integrated with CPU cores [74] can function as
a host. Table IV gives the simulator configurations. In addition,
we provide comparison with high-end CPU [12] and GPU
cores [14] used for NDP within CXL memory, referred to
as CPU-NDP and GPU-NDP, respectively. They represent prior
approaches for general-purpose NDP.

For CPU-NDP evaluation for OLAP workload, we measure the
performance on a dual-socket system with high-end AMD
EPYC 75F3 CPUs (2.3 GHz) [12] that has the same total
memory bandwidth as the CXL memory that we model (i.e.,
409.6 GB/s). The evaluation was done using multiple copies
of Apache Arrow processes and memory allocation was done
locally to avoid the NUMA effect. We use 32 CPU cores in
total (i.e., 16 cores per socket) to match the 32 NDP units

TABLE IV
SIMULATOR CONFIGURATION. WHEN MULTIPLE VALUES ARE GIVEN, THE

DEFAULT IS INDICATED WITH BOLDFACE.
GPU

Parameter Value
SM count and freq. 82 SMs @ 1695 MHz
SM organization Max. 32 threadblocks, Max. 1536 threads, 256 KB reg. file,

4 SP units, 4 DP units, 4 SFU units, 4 INT units,
4 INT units, 4 TC (tensor core) units

L1 D-cache 128 KB per SM, 128 B line, 32 B sector @ 1695 MHz
L2 cache 6 MB per GPU, 128 B line, 32 B sector @ 1695 MHz
NoC 82x48 crossbar (32B flit)
DRAM (GDDR6) 24 channels, 4 bankgroups/channel,
organization and 4 banks/bankgroup, tRC=78, tRCD=24,
timing param. in clk tCL=24, tRP=24, tCCDs=4, tCCDl=6, Freq=3500 MHz

CPU
Parameter Value
Cores 64 OoO cores @ 3.2 GHz
Caches 64 KB L1 (8-way, 4-cycle; 64 B line, LRU),

1 MB L2 (8-way, 12-cycle, 64 B line, LRU),
96 MB L3 (16-way, 74-cycle, 64 B line, LRU)

DRAM (timing DDR5-6400 with 409.6 GB/s (8 channels)
parameters in clk) tRC=149, tRCD=46, tCL=46, tRP=46

CXL Memory Expander
Parameter Value
CXL 64 GB/s (in each dir.) from CXL 3.0 (PCIe 6.0) x8, 256 B flit

Load-to-use latency: 150 ns, 300 ns, 600 ns
NoC Four 32x32 crossbars (32B flit)
Memory-side 4 MB (128 KB per memory channel,
L2 cache 16-way, 7-cycle, 128 B line, 32 B sector, LRU)
DRAM (timing LPDDR5 with 409.6 GB/s BW (32 channels similar to [132]),
parameters in clk) tRC=48, tRCD=15, tCL=20, tRP=15

NDP in CXL Memory
Type Configuration
M2NDP 32 NDP units @ 2 GHz, 4 SCs per NDP unit,
(SC: sub-core) 48 KB register file, 512 B L0 I-cache per SC,

2 KB L1 I-cache, 128 KB scratchpad/L1D cache,
(16-way, 4-cycle, 128 B line, 32 B sector),
256-entry I-TLB, 256-entry D-TLB (8-way),
Scalar units: 2 ALUs, 1 SFU, and 1 LSU per SC,
256-bit vector units: 1 vALU, 1 vSFU, and 1 vLSU per SC
16 µthread slots per SC, Max. concurrent kernels: 48

GPU-NDP EqPerf(8SMs), 4×Perf(32SMs), 16×Perf(128SMs) @2 GHz,
SM organization: same as the above GPU SM without TC,
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we assume for M2NDP. Note that M2NDP has substantially
lower cost than this CPU with OoO pipeline and large caches.

The GPU-NDP(EqFLOPS) uses eight Ampere GA102 SMs
that provide equivalent peak FLOPS as the 32 NDP units
in CXL-M2NDP. GPU-NDP(4×FLOPS) and GPU-NDP(16×FLOPS)
are also evaluated to show the impact of 4x and 16x higher
SM counts (i.e., 32 and 128 SMs). All configurations except
for M2NDP use CXL.io for kernel launch. The direct MMIO
scheme (Fig. 4b), which uses dedicated device registers with
a 3 µs latency overhead, is the default for CXL.io and is
indicated with the DR suffix. The RB suffix indicates the ring
buffer scheme with a 7.5 µs latency overhead (Fig. 4a). The
M2NDP configuration uses CXL.mem-based M2func for kernel
launches with CXL.mem latency according to Table IV.

In the CXL memory, we assume fine-grained 256 B-
granularity hashed interleaving across memory channels. For
multiple CXL memories, we assume each page (2 MB) is
mapped to a single CXL memory as in current NUMA or
multi-GPU systems [110]. We assume the DRAM-TLB is
warmed up for the CXL memory-resident data.

The CPU energy is modeled with McPAT [90] and for GPU
and NDP units, we use AccelWattch [72], CACTI 6.5 [2],
[99] (SRAM), and DSENT [122] (NoC). During NDP, we do
include the energy of the idle host. We assumed an off-chip
link energy of 8 pJ/bit [38].

B. Workloads

We use workloads from important domains – such as in-
memory OLAP, No SQL, graph analytics, and deep learning
– in Table V that require large memory capacity and exhibits
little cache locality. We assume that the NDP kernel regis-
tration is done when the data are loaded in CXL memory.
Because accelerators (e.g., GPUs) are not cache-coherent with
most hosts (e.g., x86), we assumed that the host does not
have dirty cachelines for the NDP kernel data unless otherwise
mentioned, but show dirty host cache’s impact in §IV-D.
In-memory OLAP. Filtering operations are commonly used
in OLAP, but executing them from the host processor can
make the CXL link a bottleneck. Thus, using NDP, we offload
the Evaluate phase of the filtering operation, which sweeps
column data to check the filtering condition and generates
a boolean mask in the CXL memory because this phase is
memory-intensive. For baseline, we use Polars [5], a high-
performance columnar in-memory query engine based on
Apache Arrow [1]. A subsequent Filter phase (creating a
resulting filtered column) and other parts of query execution
(e.g., query planning) can be efficiently executed on the host
due to small memory footprints. We select queries from TPC-
H [10] and SSB (Star Schema Benchmark) [103] that spend
non-negligible time on filtering operations. To filter multiple
columns, multiple NDP kernels are launched. The address
range of the column data is used as the µthread pool region.
KVStore. For large KVStores, the CXL memory can store
hash tables and key-value pairs [33], [44], [125]. Serving a
KVStore request in such systems can require memory access
through the CXL link for hash table lookup, key comparison,

TABLE V
WORKLOADS USED FOR EVALUATION.

Baseline Workload Input problem

CPU OLAP [10], [103] TPC-H (Q6, Q14), SSB (Q1.1, Q1.2, Q1.3)
KVStore [33] 24B key, 64B value, 10M KV items

GPU

SPMV [55] 28924 nodes, 1036208 edges
PGRANK [34] 299067 nodes, 1955352 edges
SSSP [34] 264346 nodes, 733846 edges

DLRM(SLS) [101] 1000000 256-dimension vectors, 256 req.
OPT [80] OPT-30B, OPT-2.7B

(Generation phase) with context length 1024

and linked list traversal (for hash collisions). Thus, the tail
response latency can be increased for the baseline, but NDP
can minimize data movement over CXL by offloading hash
table lookup, reducing tail latency. We model a simplified Re-
dis and offload GET/SET operations with NDP after compute-
intensive hash function on the host. Request traces are obtained
using YCSB [37] and have 10K requests for varying GET:SET
ratios (G50:S50 for KVS_A and G95:S5 for KVS_B).
Graph analytics. Large graph analytics require high memory
capacity [4] and can exploit CXL memory. As for the µthread
pool region, we use the address range of the row pointers from
the graph’s CSR format. Each NDP kernel corresponds to a
kernel in CUDA benchmarks [35], [55], [121].
DLRM. Recommendation models can account for over 79%
of inference cycles in datacenters [54]. The CXL memory
can be used to cost-effectively store their TB-scale embedding
tables [133]. However, the CXL link can be a bottleneck when
the host accesses the embedding tables for the Sparse Length
Sum (SLS) operations, which can account for up to 80%
of runtime [101]. Thus, we offload it with NDP, using the
output vector of SLS as µthread pool region. We use Criteo
Dataset [40] for input with 80 embedding lookup operations
per request [75] and use batch sizes of 4, 32, and 128.
LLM inference. Generative LLMs require large memory
capacity from weight matrices and the key-value cache that
grows linearly with the context length during the generation
phase [104]. In addition, as GPUs are not efficiently utilized
during the long generation phase [71], recent work proposed
running this phase separately on GPUs with lower cost [104].
Thus, we evaluate NDP for a token generation with Meta’s
OPT-2.7B and OPT-30B models [139] assuming a batch size
of 1 and KV cache of 1024 tokens. For the GPU baseline, we
use the highly optimized inference kernels from vLLM [83]
and NDP kernels are implemented similarly.

C. Performance

CPU workloads. Compared to the CPU baseline, our M2NDP
achieved significant speedups (Fig. 8a-b). For evaluate phase
of OLAP, M2NDP achieved significant speedups of up to 128×
(73.4× on average) with a high 90.7% CXL memory’s internal
DRAM BW utilization on average (Fig. 8a). Even compared
to M2NDP even reached performance of an Ideal NDP with
100% DRAM BW utilization within 10.3%. Our NDP units
also outperformed the CPU-NDP equipped with 32 aggressive
out-of-order cores with large caches [12] by 33.7% on average.

For the KVStore, M2µthr without M2func exhibits slow-
downs as hash table access kernels can be very short with
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Fig. 8. Speedup over the baseline CPU or GPU with passive CXL memory for (a) OLAP workloads, (b) KVStore workloads, and (c) GPU workloads

95th percentile (p95) latency of 0.77µs, considering the long
CXL.io latency of ∼2µs. In contrast, M2func effectively
addresses the communication overhead and reduces the p95
latency of requests by 38.2% on average (Fig. 8b).

GPU workloads. M2NDP achieved significant speedups of
up to 9.71× (6.14× on average) compared to the baseline
GPU by avoiding the CXL link BW bottleneck (Fig. 8c). By
combining different techniques, our 32 NDP units (M2NDP)
even outperformed 128-SM GPU-NDP(16×FLOPS) by 1.42× by
better utilizing the resources and reducing host communication
overhead. The M2µthr alone outperformed 128-SM by 16.6%.
through efficient resource utilization. In addition, our NDP
units (M2µthr) significantly outperformed GPU-NDP(EqFLOPS)
by up to 2.91× and 1.48× on average. The relative perfor-
mance of graph workloads depended on the characteristics
of the graph data. While our NDP unit uses four separate
256-bit SIMD units, a GPU SM issues instructions in 32-
thread warp granularity, which is equivalent to 1024-bit SIMD
width for 32-bit data. Thus, for the irregular graph workloads,
the SMs suffer more from memory divergence depending
on the graph data structure. DLRM requires frequent memory
address calculations for different indices to the embedding
table, resulting in a higher number of integer instructions
across threads in a warp for the SIMT-only SMs, while M2µthr
is less affected by effectively using low-cost scalar units. For
smaller batches with shorter kernel runtime, M2NDP achieves
a 91.5% performance improvement over GPU-NDP(EqFLOPS)
by reducing kernel launch overhead. For the generation phase
of OPTs, GEMV operations dominates the kernel runtime making
them sensitive to the memory bandwidth. The speedup for OPTs
approaches the ratio between the CXL’s internal DRAM band-
width and CXL link bandwidth (∼ 6.4×) for all GPU-NDPs,
M2µthr, and M2NDP except for GPU-NDP(16×FLOPS); having
more SMs can reduce performance as excessive memory
accesses from more threadblocks reduce DRAM row buffer
locality.

Impact of M2func. By using low-overhead M2func for host
communication, M2NDP achieved an additional speedup of up
to 3.9× (34% overall) for CPU and GPU workloads compared
to M2µthr that uses CXL.io. It was particularly effective
for fine-grained NDP kernels. In addition, compared to the
device register-based offloading (§II-C) that cannot support
concurrent NDP kernels, M2func increased the throughput by
38.1× when requests were concurrently served (Fig. 9a).
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D. Scalability and Sensitivity Study

Scalability. To evaluate the scalability of M2NDP for OPT
and DLRM, we partition the weight matrix or embedding table
across different CXL-M2NDPs using model parallelism [116].
As shown in Fig. 9b, we achieved near-linear speedups of
7.84× (7.69×) for DLRM (OPT-30B) with eight CXL-M2NDPs.
OPT-2.7B scaled less well with 6.45× speedup for 8 devices
because the all-reduce took longer portion for smaller models.
Sensitivity study. Reducing the frequency of NDP units to
1 GHz degraded performance by 9.6% overall compared to the
default 2 GHz (Fig. 10a). However, increasing the frequency
to 3 GHz resulted in additional speedup of only 2.5% as the
default frequency already utilized the memory BW well.

When load-to-use latency for CXL memory (from the host)
was increased by 2-4× (2xLtU and 4xLtU), the speedups by
M2NDP further increased to 14.1× and 20.8× on average,
respectively, because the baseline suffered even more from the
longer latency whereas M2NDP kernels do not use the CXL
link during execution and are unaffected by its latency.

In addition, when it is assumed that the host cache has a
significant amount of dirty cachelines (between 20-80%) for
the data accessed by NDP kernels, M2NDP still provided good
performance (Fig. 10b). Note that for our target workloads that
require CXL memory expansion, the data size significantly
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TPC-H Q6, and SSB Q1.3 respectively. GMEAN is calculated using all OLAP
and GPU workload benchmarks.

exceeds the host’s cache size and these scenarios are very
unlikely given that the kernel data (e.g., LLM weights and
DLRM embedding table during inference) are not supposed to
be modified during the kernel, but we present the results as a
limit study. The performance impact was not significant, since
even when BI is done by a µthread during NDP, other µthreads
can continue execution and hide the latency. In addition, when
the CXL memory BW is saturated, fetching some data from
the host’s cache through the CXL port can provide additional
BW for moderate dirty cacheline ratios, countering the BI
latency impact. For 20-80% dirty cacheline ratios, the NDP
kernel runtime was affected by only 3.4-18.3% overall.
E. Energy

Compared to the baselines, M2NDP significantly improved
the performance per energy up to 106× and 32.0× on average
(Fig. 11). For OLAP, M2NDP substantially reduced energy
consumption by up to 87.9% (83.9% on average) compared to
the CPU baseline without NDP by reducing data movement
over the CXL link and static/constant energy with lower run-
time. Similarly, for GPU workloads, M2NDP also significantly
reduced energy compared to the baseline 77.6% on average.
Compared to the GPU-NDP(EqFLOPS), we reduced energy by
up to 61.9% (37.4% on average).
F. Hardware Cost

We estimated the areas of caches and TLBs in the NDP unit
using CACTI 6.5 and scaled them to 7 nm by using the node-
scaling factor from [61] and obtained 0.47 mm2 per NDP
unit. The area of register files (integer, float, and vector) is
estimated to be 0.11 mm2. Each NDP unit has a unified L1
and scratchpad memory of 0.45 mm2. With each µthread slot
occupying 0.002 mm2, a single NDP unit with compute units
from [95] occupies 0.61 mm2. Thus, the 32 NDP units that
we assumed in the evaluation are estimated to incur an area
overhead of only 19.4 mm2.

V. RELATED WORK

A. CXL Memory Expander

Several works studied the performance impact of CXL
memory on cloud workloads and proposed memory placement
schemes [79], [97], [125] as well as memory pooling [50],
[89]. DirectCXL [51] also demonstrated the performance
benefits of CXL.mem over RDMA. D. D. Sharma [113], [114]
analyzed the CXL architecture and its performance.

B. Near-Data Processing and Processing-In-Memory

NDP in memory expanders. NDP logic in a memory ex-
pander. Several recent works proposed application-specific
NDP in a memory expander or disaggregated memory for
genome analysis [66], recommendation model [57], [84], [85],
nearest neighbor [70], [118], and DNN parameter server [131].
In contrast, we propose a general-purpose NDP architecture
for CXL memory to overcome their limited flexibility.
PIM. Recent DRAM-PIM designs implemented PIM units
in DRAM to exploit the high DRAM-internal BW across
all banks, targeting DNNs [59], [86], [87] or data-parallel
workloads in general [39]. They have different trade-offs,
including memory-bandwidth available, flexibility (e.g., in-
structions supported), communication between PIM units, and
virtual memory support within PIM kernel. However, PIM re-
duces memory capacity [59] and is not suitable for workloads
with huge memory footprints [4], [10], [32], [133]. PIM can
also be combined with NDP in the same CXL memory for
computation that cannot be localized in a single DRAM chip.
NDP in SSD. Several works explored NDP in SSD using CPU
cores [52], [130], [137] or FPGA [91], [119], [124], [130] to
exploit the high bandwidth and low latency available internally.
However, there are significant gaps between DRAM and flash
in terms of BW (e.g., 10 GB/s within SSD vs. 100s GB/s in
CXL memory) and latency (10s of µs for flash vs. 10s of ns
for DRAM). Still, for workloads with low BW demand (e.g.,
cold KV stores), NDP in SSD can be useful. Since our NDP
units are memory device-agnostic and can saturate DRAM BW
while being more cost-effective than CPU or GPU cores, they
can be employed in the SSD for efficient general-purpose NDP.
If CXL is used for the SSD’s interface, our M2func can also
enable low-overhead kernel offloading. The speedup by NDP
in SSD would be largely determined by its internal BW.
Other NDP approaches. Application-specific NDP in HMCs
has been proposed for DNNs [48], [63], [93], linked-lists [62],
[65], and graph workloads [22]. For programmable NDP,
FPGA/CGRA has been proposed [28], [43], [47], [75], [76],
[112], but they pose programmability challenges of mapping
application algorithms to HW logic. Several works proposed
placing simple NDP logic for very fine-grained NDP [23],
[64], [78], but they do not support coarse-grained NDP and are
not suitable for data-intensive NDP because the large number
of offload command packets required can create a link BW
bottleneck. Furthermore, they require modifying the memory
protocol. These approaches also cannot work independently
of the host CPU/GPU and are tightly coupled with the thread
on the host – e.g., they require the host to send input data
for each NDP thread. Thus, they are not suitable for scalable
NDP in CXL memories. Some prior works introduced CPU
or GPU cores in HMCs [41], [93], [107], [138], but our pro-
posed M2µthr can achieve higher efficiency with lightweight
µthreads and flexible utilization resources (§III-D and IV-C).
Several works explored offloading NDP operations to buffer
chips of DIMMs [24], [25], [123], [141]. They are orthogonal
to M2NDP and can be used in the DIMMs of CXL memory.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose memory-mapped NDP (M2NDP)
which enables a cost-effective, general-purpose NDP in CXL
memory expanders by combining memory-mapped function
(M2func) and memory-mapped µthreading (M2µthr). M2func
leverages the unmodified CXL.mem protocol for lightweight
communication between the host and CXL device for NDP
kernel launch and management, avoiding the high overhead
of traditional PCIe/CXL.io-based schemes. M2µthr introduces
µthread, a lightweight thread with minimal register allocation,
allowing a sufficient number of µthreads to be concurrently
executed on a low-cost NDP unit. Allocation/deallocation
of NDP unit’s resources including µthread slots are also
done more flexibly compared to GPU SMs, achieving higher
resource utilization. Directly mapping µthreads to memory and
providing scalar units also address the overhead of SIMT-
only GPU warps. Compared to the baseline host processor
with a passive CXL memory expander, M2NDP can achieve
significant speedups (up to 128×) for various applications that
require large memory capacity, including in-memory OLAP,
KVStore, LLM, DLRM, and graph analytics.
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